Aniiqsuaq

Play Out

The sun is back and the weather is warming up! It is almost spring time! Earlier this week, it was warm enough that the students were able to go play out on the back porch for a bit. They had such a good time playing with the snow.

Please bring your student to school with their warm clothes so that the next nice day, they can play out again 😊

Notes and Reminders

- Invoices for February tuition will be handed out on March 4th, 2016. Payment will be due March 11th, 2016.
- Field Trip to Aimaagvik Assisted Living on March 2nd.

Iñupiaq Term of the Week

Aimaagvik

Home

What the tuttu is useful for…

Ilisaurri Aaglu showed the class a sample of tuttu tendons. The students learned when tuttu is being cut, that we save the tendons for splitting, braiding, and sewing on the umiaq. The students got a chance to feel, touch, and smell the tendons.
Visiting our Elders

The staff of Uqautchim Uglua and the staff of Aimaagvik Assisted Living (previously referred to as HOPE Assisted Living) are partnering to bring our young children closer to our Elders. We have field trips planned over the next several months to go to Aimaagvik to visit the Elders that are living there and have activities planned out. Our hopes are that the Elders, that are able to, are able speak to the students in Iñupiaq which will expose the students to more Iñupiaq dialog.

Field trip permission slips will be handed out this afternoon.

Tutti Fun!

This week we did crafts of tutti and focused on tutti. We had the kids use their hands to paint tutti. The kids always enjoy activities with painting. They also sang tutti songs and pretended they were tutti running.

We invite you to take a moment to complete a short survey. Please follow the link below.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Uqautchim